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The O Id Picture 
On this page we intend to publish old pictures sent in by our SAG readers. If you have a picture you want to see on 
this page, either send a digital copy, scanned in at no less than 300 dpi and saved as a jpg or tif file, or send a good 
paper copy to the editor at the address shown on the inside cover. Do not send any originals, as we can not accept 
responsibility for them. Neither can we promise to publish all pictures. 
This picture was sent in by Maria Zingaropoli, Route des Esserts 17, CH-1279 Bogis Bossey, Switzerland, and shows 
her great-uncle Anders Gustaf Larsson, born 1870 July 21 at Brunvalls soldier's croft in Floda (Sorin) and his 
family. 
Anders Gustaf was the son of the soldier Lars Erik Trygg and his wife Stina Cajsa Ersdotter. Anders Gustaf is 
still at home in 1885, but in 1890 he is found as a worker at Rosenfors factories in Husby-Rekarne and the following 
year he moves to Fors parish, by Eskilstuna. He now is listed as Anders Gustaf Larsson Melin. He is later said to be 
living near Greeley, Weld County, in Colorado, but that information has not yet been verified. Nor is it known when 
or where he married or the names of the children. 
Anyone who can help in finding this family in the U.S. can contact Maria at <zingaropoli@intersweden.net> or 
the SAG editor. 
Correction to SAG 1/05, p. 4, Marjorie Mountainsong's family 
The editor got lost among the Anna Brittas and Britta Kajsas and got them mixed up in the second paragraph in 
the section entitled "Editor's additions," where the text should be: "Marjie responded by giving the birth dates on 
Nils Jonas Johnson and his wife, Brita Kajsa, .... " and the other, "Marjie also mentioned that Nils Jonas's exit 
permit came from the same place as Brita Kajsa's .. .. " So sorry! 
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